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Environmental Quality Board 
F,t~ . Box 8477 
hlaarisburg, PA 17105-8477 
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June 27. 200G 

~e: Prt~pr~secE Nrrna#aiument few Source fieview )~.ulemaking 

O R.?dvl SYL,~~Alr1IA Products Inc . {C}SPI} submits the following comments to 
the proposed Nanattainment 1'+1ew Source Review (NSl~) rulemalcing published at 3b Pa. 
Lull . 1991 (April ?~, 2006} . In general, C?SFI supports either of two approaci~es : {1) 
maintain the ou~ent prograrrG based on a "potential-to-potential" test; ar (?) revise the 
NSP. program to be completely consistent with the revised federal NSI'., rules, The 
proposal mixes the current pro~am with same of tYte ne~v concepts to create what rare 
believe will be a confusing and ux~:firiendiy system for determining hTS.p . applicability. If 
the 13nvirarlmental Quality Board {EQB) proceeds with the NSR ruleznaking to repCace 
the curs- ent "potential-to-potential" test, CtSPi offers the following camrza.ents . 

1 . 

	

As a bcnerai matter, i%7e believe the proposal is uznnecessarily zxzore 
stringent than t:kne federal program, We suggest that the EQBI instead, adapt Enal rules 
that track the federal program, in.cludizzg the option of incorporating them by reference, 
for several .reasons . First, SIP approval will be considerably easier if the federal program 
is adopted . Second, the FSL~ pragrarra i .n Pennsylvania will closely match the 1~tSR. 
pragrarzE which will simplify the permitting process for bath the regulated cammtmity and 
DEP. Finally, as indicated in the prap~rsed preamble, section 4004.2(b} restricts the 
EQB's ru[erraa~'Zng authority with respect to requirements than are more stringent than 
required by the Clean Air Act . VV"e da not believe a more stringent NSR program is 
necessary to achieve and maintain the NAAQS. The simple declaration in the preamble 
that a mo;e stringent Z~iSR program is ncc'essary to attain and maintain the NAAQS 
appears to be insu:Fficient to meet the demonstration that the Pezulsylvania legislature 
intended in order far the EQB to adopt more stringent regulations . 

2 . 

	

The BQB requested comment on the "look-bacic" pravi,s.ion. .for 
determining the baseline, As indicated, we support the 1 O-year lank-back provision 
consistent with the federal program . ~i1'i additiazn, we note that the preamble states that 
"regulated entities , . . may choose any 2 consecutive years in the preceding 5 as their 
basclvne." 36 Pa. $ual.. 1991, 1993 {Apri129, 2006} . However, the proposed reguiation 
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requires the use of the 2 consecutive calendar years iznznediately prior to the application, 
with a discretionary option whereby "the Depatrtment may alloy the use of a different 
consecutive 2-year period within the last 5 years upon a determination that it is mare 
representative afnormal operation ." 36 Pa . Bull . 2DD5 {proposed 25 Pa . Cads 
127.203a{a)(5)(i}): We sztggest the mandatory IO~year look-back but ifthe EQB 
pracceds with a 5-year look-baalt, the .ru .le should provide tar a mandatory 5-year laak-
back period with the option to allow far another 2-year period in the last 1 D years i,f such 
period is mare representative of normal operations . 

3 . 

	

The EC~B also requested comment an the;Y~ok-back provision for PALs. 
We also support the'10-year laoh-bath provision as indicated for the baseline period . 

4 . 

	

The provisions z-egarding the establishment of an emissions limit (see 
127.203a(a){$) and 7) are not only mare stringent than federal equivalent but are 
confusing . The federal approach of recardkccping and reporting is sufficient to ensure 
compliance . If the E~IB pracceds with an emission limit approach, then 127.ZO~a{a}{G) 
and {7) should be clarified. First, it is unclear whether the emission limit must be 
established prior to beginning actual construction an the project . `V~le oppose any 
procedural requirements {e.g., obtaining a plan approval} that would delay projects and 
hamper operational flexibility . Second, the numerical limit that would be established 
based an the regulations is unclear . It appears to be equivalent to the pre-change 
"potential-to-emit" (PTE} plus any increase in the PTE attributable to fhe project. We 
suggest tl-zat these provisions be clarified ar explained if they are not deleted . 

The Pennsylvani4 rules should not provide far aggregation of less than 
significant emission increases . The proposed 1^~SR rules apply to a "net emissions 
increase°' while federal rules provide far a two-step process {first, determine if the project 
itself results in a significant emissions increase ; second, if it does, determine whether the 
net emissions increase is significant) . Requiring aggilagation of small projects is 
inconsistent with and mare stringent thaxz the federal program . We suggest that the EQB 
not promulgate fizzal rules with the aggregation requirement. Xt is our understanding that 
the EfA will soon be publishing a proposed h1SR rulemaking to address ag~egatian. 
Pennsylvania should await that rulemal¬ing prior to including any aggregation 
requirement. Moreover, we do xzat believe that a 15 year "contemporaneous" period is 
appropriate far "de minims emission increase ." If anything, a 5-year period is sufficient . 

6 . 

	

The existing aggregation provisions anti same of the defitzitions from the 
current nzles do not fit with the new actual-to-projected actual test far determining 
emission increase&, Far example, the phrase "de minims emission increase" is defined 
based an an increase in "actual emissions'° or the "potential to emit." It wau?d seezxz to 
make sense that the do minims concept be based on the new actual-ta~projected actual 
test. Whiic we believe the concept of aggregation should not be included, if it is, the 
EQB needs to reconcile same of the old concepts with the new actual-ta-projected actual 
test. 
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7, 

	

We request clarification of section 1?7.205(l ) relatix~ ;~ to 1n.A.l p. 
requirements and how LABR applies in the aggregation context . The proposed rule 
requires a modified facility subject to h.TSR to comply with LAEP~ "except as pra~uided in 
127.203a(a)(~.}(iij(B) ." q`he cited section does not exist . We'believe that the appropriate 
crass reference nzay be 127 .203a(a)(4)(iv) . While section 127.203a(a)(~)(iv) itseIfneeds 
to be clanFetl, we believe that the SntCnt 1S tG retiulre "de IIlillrln3S" praJectS tC% be 
aggregated and the entire "net" increase ire offset once the aggro;=aced smaller projects 
trigger the siazlifzcanee threshold . However, L,A.~~ need oat be applied to any "dc 
minimis" ar less than significant project . While r~re~do not support the aggre~atian 
concept, if it is retained, the LA�t~R applicability provisions deed to be clarified . I1~ 
addition, tlae new sentence added to tlzo end of 1.27,2(}5(1) shauld be deleted, It appears 
to require LAER for "less than significant" projects if these projects are "directly related 
to and narrnally included in the project . . ." This provision invites debate and creates 
additional uncertainty in an already confusing and uncertain regulatory program . It is 
irzare stringent than the Federal program. and shauld be deleted . 

8 . 

	

Tho cross reference to "paragraph (b)(i)" ir1 127.203a(a)(7) should 
probably be to "para~aph (d)(iiij ." 

9 . 

	

The 10U lbfhr and 1,0001bsfday thresholds in the de~nitiora of 
"significant" far Nt~x and VpCs should be deleted . These short term thresholds are 
more stri~-t,gent than the federal program and simply serve to further complicate NSR. Ta 
the extent that the lr~~ retains these triggers, it shauld explain the xeasan far them and 
the necessity for them in attaining and maintaining compliance with the o:cone NAA{~S. 

10 . 

	

The EQB shauld clarify the scope of the pollutants regulated by the NCR . 
odes . The rules include a new definition of ̀ ~regul ~ted I~Sp. pollutant" which includes 
"precursors" of any pollutant for which a hTAQQS h";~s been established . The scope of 
such "precursors" should be. clarified, particularly with respect to PM2.5 . Tho rules refer 
to P_M2.5 precursors in several places but do not define "PM7.5 preGUrsar ." It is noted 
that section 127.203{b) suggests an inclusive defrnition afPM2.5 precursors with a 
means of excluding a particular precursor if EPA or DEP determine that the precursor 
emissions do not contribute significantly to PM2.5 levels in a particular naz~aktainnrent 
area . 'We note that the EPA recently proposed rules regarding the regulation oFVOCs, 
5~2, hlOx and amtrlania as PM2 .5 precursors. See 7U Fed . Reg. at 6599 (November 1, 
2Q05) . We suggest that the E(~E wait far a final rule from EPA on the PM2.5 precursor 
issue before attempting to establish a PM2.5 I~zS~R pro ggram, . Sf the EBB proceeds with 
the :PM2.5 precursor rule, it shauld be following the EPA proposed rule which suggests 
that some ref the PM2.5 precursors (e.g., ammonia and VOCs) should oat be regulated 
under NSR programs . 

X l. . 

	

The proposed roles should not treat emissions from start-ups, shutdowns, 
and irlalfvnctibns differently under the defnitions of ̀baseline actual emissions" and 
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"projected future actual crnissions." The proposed rule are different and apparently more 
stringent than the federal rules in that section 123.203a(a}(5) indicates that erx~issions 
from start-ups and shutdowns era to be included in the baseline actual emissions only if 
the3j are "authorized" while the projected future actual emissions include emissions from 
startups and shutdowns regardless if they are authorized . 

12 . 

	

The phrase "begin actual construction" is defined but does not appear to 
be used anywhere in the substantive rubs . 

13 . 

	

The term "actual emissions" is defned differently than the corresponding 
federal definition . For example, the federal rule does net require a mare representative 
period to be determined in rx~riting. The EQl3 should adapt the federal definition . 

14 . 

	

Clarify section 127.203(c){2) is intended to apply the hTSR requirements to 
a "major facility" that has been deactivated far a year or mare but does not comply with 
the reactivatian requirements . As written, this provision is unnecessarily stringent 
because it applies to non-major facilities as well as major facilities . 

15 . 

	

The FAL .recardkeeping and reporting provisions (127.21$(n) and {a)) 
should be deleted andlor coordinated with the Title V recordkeeping and reporting 
provisions . The requirements far semi-atznual reports and annual compliance 
certifications are duplicative of the Title V reporting requirements and arguably 
inconsistent {~.g., deadlines for submitting semi-annual reports) . We suggest that the 
Title V recardkeepinl; and reporting requirements are adequate to ensure that 
noncompliance situations are appropriately reported to the I~EP. 

16 . 

	

Units canstntcted after the 2-year P.AL baseline period are added to the 
PAY at a rate equal to tho actual emissions of the uni . The federal rules provide far 
adding to the PAL far such units at a rate equal to the 

	

otential to emit . Section . 
127.218(f){4j should be realised by cliartging "actual emissions" to "potential emissions." 

17 . 

	

The proposed piles require that emissions from any new source at a 
facility covered by a PAL must be the minimum attainable through the use of BAT. This 
provision is more stringent than the federal rules and should be deleted . The primary 
purpose of the PAL is to allow .facilities flexibifiry . As EPA stated "the added flexibility 
provided under a PAL will facilitate yocu ab%lityto respond rapidly to changing market 
conditions while enhancing the environmental protection afforded under the program." 
67 Fed. Rcg . 80186, 8018 

	

()~ecem~ber 31, 2002} . The EBB should promote the 
flexibility provided by a P.AL, If new sources are required to apply BAT, and arguably to 
go through the plan approval, process, the usefulness of a FAL is limited. Similarly, if an 
emission unit is "modified" as That term i$ used in the plan approval rules, the 
owner/operator arguably is required to go through the plan approval process before 
making any such change . In order to make the PAL previsions meaningful, the 
Pennsylvania rules must exclude new emission units and modifications from existing 
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units from not anly NSR but also from plan appraval reduirements . otherwise, the P.AL 
provisi.t~ns offer little, if any, additional flexibility . Facility awnersloperatars would be 
remiss to accept a FAL absent this .flexibility. ,As th,e EPA. recagn.ized, "a FAL will al}ow 
yon to mane changes quicIay at your facility, If you are ~x~illing to undertake the 
necessary .racardlceeping, monitoring, and reporting, a P.AL offers you flexibility and 
regulatory certainty." Id. Tha Pennsylvania proposal offers }itt}e y i .f any, flexibili ly, and 

n.o regulatory certainty in ttisms of the BAT and plan appraval requirements far any 
changes tinder a FAL . 

~Sl~i aplareciates the opportunity to submit,thesc comments anal trusts that the 
EQB will make the necessary and appropriate revisions to the NSI?. rules before 
promulgating them as final. 

Peter Grate 
Corporate EHS Manager 




